Introduction
============

Finding the primary molecule that was responsible for the initiation of life on Earth is the goal of many studies in the field of evolution. Regarding the "central dogma," the DNA has been a candidate for the name of the molecule of life. However, fans of the "RNA world theory" explain how life could have been started by the RNAs. The discovery of RNAs with enzymatic activity ([@B15]; [@B42]; [@B47]) and the chemical features of different RNAs---along with the widespread viruses using RNA as their only genetic material---are some clues that help scientists describe the RNA world hypothesis ([@B40]). In this theory, it is postulated that RNA and RNA-like molecules, which could fold into a three-dimensional structure with catalytic activities, had played central metabolic roles in the ancient world ([@B2]). Additionally, the double feature of tRNAs to bind with the genetic codes in one loop and their specific binding to amino acids in another stem could further confirm the central role of this molecule in early evolution ([@B28]; [@B43]; [@B37]; [@B9]). In this review, we have briefly discussed the importance of the intracellular RNAs in the DNA expansion and its role in shaping the genome to create higher order structures and mechanisms throughout the course of evolution.

Types of RNAs and Intracellular Invasive RNAs
=============================================

RNAs had been primarily known as the mediators of the gene expression. However, the different types of RNAs with various roles in the eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells have been discovered. Based on their functions, these molecules can be categorized into four different types: (1) Encoding RNAs that contain the codons for the synthesis of polypeptides. (2) Structural RNAs \[ribonucoeoproteins (RNPs)\] that incorporate into the structure of some proteins; thus, they could have played an essential role in maintaining the steady feature and activity of these proteins ([@B6]). (3) Catalytic RNAs (ribozymes), associated with proteins (RNPs), and mainly involved in the formation of peptide bonds in the peptidyl transferase center of ribosomes, site specific cleavage, ligation of RNAs, and mRNA splicing ([@B50]; [@B26]; [@B51]). (4) Regulatory RNAs (riboregulators), which include the non-coding RNAs with various sequences and sizes. These RNAs could regulate the gene expression by targeting mRNAs, leading to the modification of the rRNA, repressions of transposons, and also involved in X-inactivation, chromatin remodeling, and DNA methylation to repress the transcription ([@B30]; [@B16]; [@B6]).

Apart from these functional molecules, the eukaryotic cells also contain RNAs that are exclusively transcribed to be incorporated into the genome by a mechanism called reverse transcription. This process is mainly involved in the construction of telomere ([@B1]; [@B29]), formation of pseudogenes ([@B48]; [@B34]), and expansion of retrotransposon ([@B25]). In all these cases, the intracellular RNAs (which we have called "invasive RNAs" in this paper) could be transformed to cDNA in the nucleus and inserted into the genome through the double strand breaks in the DNA. Generally, three types of invasive RNAs can be considered in the eukaryotic cells. Some of these RNAs have been evolved to form specific genomic constructions, such as the telomerase RNA component (TERC), which functions as a template for the extension of telomeres at the end of the eukaryotic chromosomes ([@B39]). Invasive RNAs transcribed from the retrotransposons do not seem to play any pivotal roles in a cells' lifecycle, but have been highly effective during evolution ([@B10]). The DNA might also be attacked by functional RNAs. These RNAs are not naturally invasive, but could be transformed into cDNA by intracellular reverse transcriptase (RTs) and result in the formation of pseudogenes ([@B48]).

The RTs are the key enzymes for RNA invasion. Telomerase and ORF2 (reverse transcriptase produced by retrotransposon) are the two known functional RTs in the eukaryotic cells ([@B33]). The role of telomerase is confined to the construction of telomeres by using a specific RNA (TERC) as a template ([@B29]); however, ORF2 uses cytoplasmic RNAs and retroelement transcripts to create pseudogenes and cause retrotransposon expansion respectively ([@B49]). Interestingly, in some eukaryotes, the retroelement-related RT is responsible for the elongation of the telomere ([@B3]).

Invasive RNAs Originated from Retrotransposons: Structural and Functional Roles
===============================================================================

Retrotransposons are groups of mobile DNA elements \[transposable elements (TEs)\] that copy and paste themselves using the RNA molecules (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). As mentioned in the previous section, these RNA molecules are naturally invasive and are basically transcribed to be randomly inserted into the genome and increase the copy numbers of the retrotransposons ([@B19]). All groups of TEs had been active during the early evolution; however, their selfish and mutagenic movements have resulted in the limitation of their activities to specific types of retrotransposons in the modern human ([@B31]). Long Interspersed Elements (LINE, L1) are the most active retroelement in our cells. It is estimated that the human DNA contains around 500,000 copies of the L1 retrotransposon; however, only 80--100 copies of these elements have maintained their mobility ([@B19]). The structure of a complete L1 element includes a promoter located in the 5′ UTR region, an open reading frame (ORF) 1 gene that encodes the RNA binding protein, ORF2 gene that produces a protein with both endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activity in the two different domains, and a 3′ UTR providing poly-A-tail for the L1 RNA ([@B19]). The RNA polymerase II apparatus is responsible for the production of the L1 RNA ([@B5]). The transcribed RNA is then transported to the cytoplasm to produce the ORF1 and ORF2 proteins. This invasive RNA in the complex with ORF1 and ORF2 is transported to the nucleus, where it invades the DNA using endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activity of the ORF2 protein by a mechanism called target prime reverse transcription (TPRT) ([@B11]). The invasive RNAs produced by other retrotransposons (Alu and SVAs) are inserted into the genome through the function of the L1 proteins ([@B41]).

![Pedigree of Mobile DNA Elements. Transposable elements are categorized in two distinct groups based on their mode of mobilization. DNA transposons move by cut and paste mechanism, however, retrotransposons (retroelements) mobility are mediated by RNAs. Activity of DNA transposons had been fully shut down during evolution, whereas retroelements still show activities in different types of our cells.](fmicb-08-01957-g001){#F1}

It seems that more than the other TEs, the retrotransposons have a greater impact on changing the structure of the DNA and developing specific cellular mechanisms through 100s million years of evolution ([@B21]). The retroelement RNA invasions that occurred most often early during evolution have been caused by the genomic expansion and when the DNA is given the space to create structures, such as heterochromatin and centromere ([@B38]) (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The human genome project revealed that more than half of our DNA is comprised of non-coding regions. Further evaluation showed that these parts of our genome, which mainly construct the heterochromatin, centromeres, telomeres, and gene spacers, include repetitive sequences comprising the remnants of the retrotransposition events ([@B27]). The importance of the heterochromatin and centromeres in the gene expression, senescence, embryo development, and cell cycle in the eukaryotes has been found in different studies ([@B14]; [@B23]; [@B22]; [@B7]). Therefore, one can conclude that without the actions of these ancient invasive RNAs, our cells would not perform genomic expansion to form the heterochromatin region, centromeres, telomeres, introns, or regulatory elements, and would remain in the prokaryotic phase. On the other hand, the RT enzyme produced by the retroelements could transform the functional cytoplasmic RNAs into invasive molecules to create pseudogenes (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). This process was essential in the doubling of genes and generation of new genes with different functions throughout the course of evolution ([@B48]). Additionally, it has been shown that the small interfering RNAs transcribed from these pseudogenes might interact with the functional genes in the eukaryotic cells ([@B17]).

![Roles of RNA invasion in shaping human genome. Active retroelements in early evolution have been able to actively transpose and increase their copy number by means of their natural invasive RNAs. Retroelements RNAs similar to mRNAs are transcribed and translated by cellular apparatus. The proteins that are encoded by these elements (EN/RT) can bind to cellular RNAs as well as retroelements RNAs, transport them to the nucleus, create DNA breaks, make cDNA, and finally pasting a copy of each RNA in to the genome. Although the movements of these mobile elements are now inhibited remarkably in our cells, 100 million years of their activities have resulted in formation of heterochromatin, centromere, telomere, and pseudogenes. In order to decrease deleterious effects of retrotransposition, inhibitory mechanisms such as DNA methylation, heterochromatinization, and miRNA production have been established by host cell. EN/RT, endonuclease/reverse transcriptase.](fmicb-08-01957-g002){#F2}

Although retrotransposons had been important in the shaping and evolution of the eukaryotic genome, the selfish mobility of these elements would be harmful for DNA integrity and cell viability ([@B46]). During the retrotransposons' lifecycle, the invasion of the RNAs by means of the endonuclease/RT enzyme could break the genes, disrupt the open-reading frames, and, finally, affect the production of proteins ([@B13]). The excessive activity of endonuclease produced by the retroelements could also induce excessive DNA double strand breaks ([@B8]). On the other hand, the promoter region of these elements might also be copied and inserted near the genes and thus influence the quantity and quality of the gene expression ([@B10]). Different lines of studies have shown the increased levels of L1 retrotransposition in different types of cancers ([@B45]), schizophrenia ([@B4]; [@B12]), autism ([@B45]), and Rett syndrome ([@B36]), emphasizing the pathogenic role of these elements in the human cells. Regarding these potential threats, the eukaryotic cells have developed repressive mechanisms, including epigenetic modifications (DNA methylation, heterochromatinization), miRNAs, and piRNAs expressions, to inhibit and control the activity of the TEs (mainly retrotransposons) ([@B21]). All these repressive pathways have other roles at present rather than the retrotransposons repression inside the cells. Therefore, we can emphasize that the embryo development, differential gene expression, cell differentiation, and specifications would not have occurred without the development of repressive mechanisms against intracellular invasive RNAs.

Conclusion
==========

Various types of RNAs have been discovered that play a role in the different aspects of the gene expression. Here, we have described another kind of RNAs that are transcribed to invade the DNA and increase their source (retroelement) copy number. These ancient RNAs have a pivotal role in increasing the size of the DNA, establishing heterochromatin, centromeres, telomeres, methylation processes, epigenetic mechanisms, miRNA production, etc. through 100 million years of evolution.

Regardless of the advantageous evolutionary roles; the activities of retrotransposons and their invasive RNAs are highly inhibited in fully differentiated cells ([@B52]) since such invasions could be harmful for the genomic integrity of evolved cells. However, different lines of studies showed increased retroelements movements in neural precursor cells ([@B35]), embryonic stem cells ([@B24]) as well as germ cells ([@B18]). One could suggest two ideas for this exceptional high activity of the retrotransposons; (1) in all these cells we are facing to vast changes in epigenetic status of DNA including hypomethylation which could remove the lock of the retroelements and give them chance to increase their movements as side effect of epigenetic changes. These random RNA insertions might result in neurodevelopmental disorders ([@B32]) and different kind of cancers ([@B24]). (2) These increased retrotransposition might do have functional role such as memory storage in neurons ([@B20]) and involving in the survival of the organism ([@B44]). Totally, all these aspects of intracellular invasive RNAs life cycle could show the importance of these elements in creating complex organisms during the evolution.
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